THE ICE IS NICE
Overview
Every hockey team needs a
smooth skating surface. This
lesson looks at how ice rinks are
made and maintained and how a
special machine was invented to
solve an engineering problem.

Science Learning Objective: I know how ice rinks are built
and stay smooth and frozen. (~30 minutes)

Materials
• Image: Two Skaters on Ice
• Video: Time Lapse: Making the
Ice at Verizon Center
• Washington Capitals handouts:
How the Ice Is Made; The Ice
Rink
• Paper
• Writing utensils

Essential Question
How do teams keep the ice nice
for hockey?

Warm Up
1. Project the image above or print copies and distribute to students.

Standards
NGSS K-2-ETS1-1. Ask questions, make
observations, and gather information
about a situation people want to change
to define a simple problem that can be
solved through the development of a new
or improved object or tool.

2. Have students point out or circle all of the things that are sliding
on the ice (skates, puck, stick). Talk about how hockey is such a fast
game in part because it is played on a slippery surface.
3. Zoom in on or have students focus on the left skate of the player in
white. What is happening with the spray? What is it made of? What
might be happening to the surface of the ice? (The spray is ice being
carved up from the ice by the sharp skate, and it would make the
surface choppy instead of smooth. Use analogies to help students
understand how a sharp item makes a surface choppy: scratching the
dirt with a stick, for example.)
4. Let students know that you will be learning about ice making and
care today.
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Activity

Differentiation
Support
• Provide copies of the text with

the key words already circled
• Spend more time discussing

students’ experience with ice,
ice skating, sledding, etc. to
build background knowledge
Challenge
• Ask students what else could

be used to smooth the ice, if an
ice resurfacer, such as a
Zamboni, wasn’t available
• Since the video is silent, have

students record narration for
Time Lapse: Making the Ice at
Verizon Center

1. Create a K-W-L (Know-Wonder-Learned) chart for the class and
have students volunteer what they know and wonder about ice rinks.
If they need prompting, ask open-ended questions (e.g., Have you
ever been ice skating? What was the ice like? How do you think the
writing on a rink stays there over time?) Complete the Know and
Wonder sections of the chart.
2. Distribute the text How the Ice Is Made, an interview with a rink
maintenance professional. Read it aloud and have students follow
along on their copies and circle the words water, ice, and layers as
they hear them.
3. Reread the text aloud. Ask for and answer questions.
4. Watch the video Time Lapse: Making the Ice at Verizon Center
(available in the digital version of this lesson or at
www.capsinschool.com/makingtheice).
5. Have students sketch a picture of two parts of the text: creating an
ice rink on a concrete slab and the way an ice resurfacer (i.e.
Zamboni) works.
Note: You may want to draw pictures or diagrams on the board as
students draw their own pictures. You may also want to read the text
through several times to allow students to note all the steps.
6. Have the students complete the handout The Ice Rink.

Extensions
• Have students create a layered

model of an ice rink with
paper… or ice, if materials and
time permit

Assessment
1. Collect and check the drawings on the handout The Ice Rink.
2. Return to the Learned section of the K-W-L chart and complete it
as a class.

• Have students use the

interview structure to interview
another professional about his
or her job
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HOW THE ICE IS MADE
Interview with Jeremy Cross, ice professional from Kettler Capitals Iceplex
Is it true that an ice rink is built by creating layers of ice?
Yes. An ice sheet is built in layers of frozen water on top of a concrete slab. The first
two layers of water freeze almost instantly on the concrete. White paint is added in
the second layer to make the rink white. The third layer seals in the white paint. Next,
the logos and lines are painted on. Finally, the ice gets built up in 10 more layers to
create the top surface of the rink. The total thickness of an ice sheet is between one
and one and a half inches.
The big machine that drives on the ice… how does it work and why do you use
it?
At Kettler, where the Caps practice, we have Olympia Ice Resurfacers. Most people
refer to them as Zamboni, but that is a brand name like Kleenex for tissues or Ziplock
for plastic bags. The Ice resurfacer has a very sharp blade that scrapes the ice to
remove dirt and snow. Then, it collects the dirt and snow. Last, the resurfacer lays hot
water to fill ruts and leave a clear, smooth surface.
It is important to resurface so that the ice is safe and ice skaters and hockey players
can perform their best.
What is your favorite part of your job?
I have been a hockey player all my life and I like this job because I work in a place
that I have always enjoyed.
Is there anything special about the ice at Kettler Capitals Iceplex?
Being an NHL practice facility means everything we do is expected to be the
best. We also take pride in having a clean facility and the best ice. Our dedicated
operations staff works hard all week to make sure our ice stays in great shape.
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THE ICE RINK
Draw the layers of an ice rink.
Include the ice resurfacer and players, if you want!
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